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Abstract:Optical observations from a ground-based astrometric instrument provide a unique set nf data sensi-
tive to variations of local plnmb line, which represent the change of local gravitational field on the ground. The 
local gravitational change conld be caused by density variation or movement of underground mass in addition to 
tidal action. Earthquake was found to be related with gravitational change. A seismic zone conld have abnor-
mal underground material density, causing the variation of plume line on the ground. In this frame, the astro-
metric telescope can measure the variation of local plumb line by observing the local astronomical longitudes 
and latitudes from stars in the Hipparcos catalog. 
In this study, we estimate the deflection angle nf the plumb line on a ground site, and give a relation be-
tween the angle, abnormal mass and site distance ( depth and horizontal distance) . Then we derive the abnor-
mality of underground material density using the plumb lines measured at different sites , and study the earth-
quake gestation, development and occurrence. Using the deflection angles of plumb lines observed at two 
sites, we give a method to calculate the mass and the center of gravity of underground materials. We also esti-
mate the abnormal masses of latent seismic zones with different energy, using thermodynamic relations, and in-
troduce a new optical astrometric instrument we had developed. 
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1 Introduction 
Relationship between gravity change and earthquake has 
drawn much attention since the discovery of earthquake-
related gravity changes in the 1960s11 ·'l. Earthquake-
related gravity-field changes were observed later in 
'China 1'·'l. Li et al [OJ analyzed the data of the Beijing-
Tangshan gravimetric network1'l , and found earthquake-
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related gravity-field changes also. Based on repeated 
gravimetric observations with this network during 1987-
1996, Li et al1'·'l studied the Plumb Line Variations 
( PL V) , and found that the PL V at Tangshan were re-
lated to 38 earthquakes. However, since the gravimet-
ric network had few measurement points and lacked 
continuous measurement, the PLV results calculated 
from gravimetric values by using the method given by 
Heiskanen & Moritz110l and Barlik & Rogowski111 l had 
large uncertainty and low time resolution. 
In this regard, astrometric observations shonld be 
useful, since they provide a unique set of data sensitive 
to variations of the plumb line 112l ( IAU 1991). Plumb 
line was taken as a natural reference of observations 
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with no variation on Earth , it is now considered as var-
iations caused by the movement or change of mass ei-
ther outside or inside the Earth. According to the theo-
ry of earth tide, the tidal variations of plumb line on 
ground can be calculated accurately from the motion of 
the sun, the moon, and other major planets[ 13 J. Non-
tidal variations of plumb line on ground could be 
caused by mass movement or redistribution inside the 
Earth. For astrometric observations, the PLV go direct-
ly into the observational residuals which show anoma-
lous variations. The relation between residual anomaly 
and earthquakes has been reported by many research-
ers['4·"i, but the accuracy of PLV determination by as-
trometric observations is sigoificantly affected by atmos-
pheric refraction and instrument. Abnormal residuals 
could be caused by sources other than PL V , such as 
atmospheric refraction and instrumental errors. Pro-
gresses in estimating atmospheric refmction [20] and 
technology of instrument should continue to help im-
prove the accuracy of PL V measurement. 
In such a situation , we have tried to study the rela-
tionship between the PL V and a potential earthquake 
zone theoretically. In this paper, we estimate the de-
flection angle of the plumb line at a site caused by ab-
normal undergrouod material density on the basis of 
gravitational equation, and give a relation between the 
angle , abnormal mass and station distance ( depth and 
horizontal distance) in section 2. We also estimate the 
abnormal mass of the potential seismic zones with dif-
ferent energies ( or magnitude ) , using thermodynamic 
relations in section 3. By using the deflection angles of 
plumb lines observed at two sites , we give a method to 
calculate the mass and the center of gravity of under-
gronnd materials in section 4. In section 5, we intro-
duce the structure of a new instrument and its measur-
ing method for getting high accurate astrometric obser-
vations. Finally, in section 6, we summarize the main 
results and present the conclusions. We consider non-
tidal PLV variation only, because the tidal part can be 
subtracted from the data. 
2 Estimation of plumbline variation 
We assume that the volume aod density of the blob uo-
der study are V and p , the abnormal mass is given by 
4M = Vlp -Po I , in which p0 is the average density of 
the earth. Based on gravitational equation , we obtain 
the horizontal gravity component caused by the abnor-
mal mass of .11M at an observational site to be given by 
g.= G4M(D2 +L2 ) -h =gtaniJ=giJ ( 1) 
where G is the gravitational constant, p is the gravita-
tional acceleration, IJ is the deflection angle of gravity 
measured by the astrometric instrument, L is the hori-
zontal distance between the blob aod the site , aod D is 
the depth of the blob. The relation between these pa-
rameters is shown in figore 1. The mass of the blob can 
be estimated by 
3 M =giJG-'D2 [1 + (W)']'(w-') _, (2) 
We take some typical values: D = 100 kmD10 and 
8 = 0. 1 n 80. 1 , where D10 and 80. 1 are dimensionless 
quantities. The mass 4M is given by 
(3) 
where x = W -I. Assuming the abnormal density of the 
blob to be lp -p0 I =0. 1gcm _,Po. 1 , where Po. I is a di-
mensionless quantity , we obtain the size of the blob as 
follows 
I I I 
=2. 5(Lip0:!1J0. 1D10 ) 3 x3 [1 +x'F 
L gh 
(----
0 
Figure 1 Variation of local plume line caused 
by an abnormal mass blob (black dot) 
(4) 
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According to the equation ( 4 ) , an astrometric in-
strument with an accuracy of (} = 0. 1" can detect the 
gravitational variation caused by the blob with a size of 
several kilometers and an abnormal density of 0. 1 
gem_, at a depth of 10 km. For a blob with an abnor-
mal mass 4M, we give a relation between (} and x (or 
3 
L) atthedepthofD: o., =1.4M13D1~2x[1 +x2 ]-', 
which is shown in figure 2, where .1M13 is defined by 
.1M= 1013 kg.1M13 • It shows that the deflection angle (} 
rapidly increases with x and reaches the maximum at x 
= /f/2 , then it quickly decreases , where the level 
line represents the measuring accuracy of (} = 0. 02" for 
the astrometric instrument made by us. 
3 Relationship between plumbline 
variation and earthquake magnitude 
An earthquake-breeding blob usually has an abnormal 
density due to energy accumulation. We estimate the 
mass of the earthquake-breeding blob from the released 
energy of the earthquake. Based on the state equation 
of the solid[2' 1 , we obtain the energy of the blob as 
(5) 
where K 0 and V0 are the isothermal bulk modulus 
and volume of the blob respectively, and e is the stress 
' 
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Figure 2 Relation between deflection angle and 
distance for different masses 
deformation given by e = ; [ 1 - ( V0/V) 213 ] • V0/V is 
the volume deformation which causes the change of 
density p = p0 V0/V. The abnormal mass .<1M is given by 
4M = (p -p0 ) V =p0 V0 ( VIV0 -1) 
=M(VIV0 -1) (6) 
where M = p0 V0 , and we obtain VIV0 = 4MIM + 1. 
Usually the volume deformation is small in the crust, 
and thus is a small amount. We obtain 
(7) 
or 
(8) 
There is an empirical relationship between the ener-
gy radiated by an earthquake and its magnitude as 
log10Es = 4. 8 + 1. 5Ms (9) 
where energy Es is expressed in Joule, and Ms is the 
magnitude. The seismic efficiency is defined usually by 
71 =Es/E, and the stress energy byE ='T/- 110'·''I.'M. 
Taking K0 = 20GPa and p0 = 2. 7 X 10
3 kgcm - 3 , we 
have obtained the values of abnormal mass containing 
the stress energy E with magnitude Ms, as listed in 
table 1, if taking the values 4MIM = 10-3 , .1MIM = 
10 -• and 71 = 10 - 2 in the calculation. Assuming the 
accuracy of astrometric instrument to be (} = 0. 02" and 
the seismic depth to be D = 10 km, we have estimated 
the values of the maximum horizontal distance L_ 
between the station and seismic region and the maxi-
mum angle (}_ of deflection at X = /f/2, as listed in 
table 1. From this table, we can see that the astromet-
ric instrument can easily detect the gravitational deflec-
tion caused by the seismic region of a potential Ms7. 0 
earthquake. 
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Table 1 Tbe estimation of abnormal masses containing dilferent energy 
M, E(J) 
5 2.0x1014 
.1M =10- 3 '7=10-' 
6 6. 3 X 10" 
M 7 2. 0 X 10" 
8 6. 3 X 10" 
5 2. 0 X 1014 
.1M= 10-4 '1 = 10 _, 6 6. 3 X 10
15 
M 7 2.0x1017 
8 6.3x10" 
4 Determination of underground ab-
normal blob 
Let us consider the case of two instruments installed at 
different sites ( A 1 , <p1 ) and ( A 2 , <p2 ) , as shown in 
figure 3. The east-west and south-north components of 
gravitational variations measured by the instruments are 
assumed to be (x1 ,y1 ) and (x2 ,y2 ) inunitofaresec-
ond , respectively. We assume the vertical position, 
depth and abnormal mass of the underground blob to be 
(A0 ,<p0 ), D and .1M, respectively. We give the arc 
distance of the two sites as follows : 
L = arecos [ cos<p1 cos<p2 + 
sin<p 1 sin<p2 cos(~1 -~2 )] x119.93 ( 10) 
where we have used R. x '!T/180 = 110.93 km, and 
Rd = 6356 km is the radius of the Earth. When consid-
ering the gravitational effect , we should take the line 
distance between the two sites. Using the formula 
L = R,P, in which {3 is the arc angle between the sites 
Figure 3 Positional sketch of an abnormal 
mass blob ( at top) and two observation sites 
M(kg) .W(kg) L_(km) 6_( arcsec) 
5.4x1013 5.4x1010 
1. 7 X 10" 1. 7 X 1012 
5.4x10" 5.4x10" 60.0 0.29 
1. 7 X 10" 1. 7 X 10" 345.0 9.165 
5.4x10" 5.4x10" 
1. 7 X 1017 1. 7 X 1013 32.0 0.09 
5.4x10" 5.4x10" 194.0 2.90 
1. 7 X 1018 1. 7 X 1015 1090.0 91.60 
in unit of radian, we obtain a line distance of L1 2 = 
2Rsin ( 612) , where 6 = {3 x 180/"', and finally we 
write it as 
. L,_, X 180 
L1•2 =2R.sm( 2R•"' ) ( 11) 
The above conversion is needed theoretically, but the 
difference is very small for a distance of several hun-
dred kilometers between the sites. For example, if the 
positions of two sites are ( 103°, 22°) and ( 100°, 
25°), then 6 = 3. 22881 o, L = 358. 172 km and 
L = 358. 135. The difference between Land Lis only 
37m, which is only about 1014L. 
Now we use the observed data to derive the position 
( A0 , 'Po) of the abnormal mass blob (Fig. 1). For 
site ( A 1 , <p1 ) , we let it to be the origin of coordi-
nates, and the east-west and south-north directions to 
be x and y axis, respectively. The measured compo-
nents ( x 1 , y 1 ) and the angle a 1 of the line between 
(A"<p1 ) and (A 0 ,<p0 ) satisfy 
tana = !'_ = 'Po - <p, 
x 1 (A 0 -A 1 )cis<p 
( 12) 
'P1 +'Po 
where ip = cos 
2 
For a distance of several 
hundred kilometers, we have rp = <p1 in a first-order 
approximation. Similarly for site ( A2 , <p2 ) , the meas-
ured components ( x2 , y 2 ) and the angle a 2 of connec-
tion line between ( A2 , <p2 ) and ( A0 , 'Po) satisfy 
tana
2 
= y, = 'Po - 'Pz 
x, (A 0 -A 2 )cos<p2 
( 13) 
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in a first-order approximation. We finally obtain two 
equations as follows 
cp0 - cp 1 = (A0 - A1 ) !i_coscp1 ( 14) x, 
cp0 -cp2 = (A0 -A,/'coscp2 (15) x, 
The solutions of two equations are given by 
A0 = [cp2 -cp1 + (A 1A1 -A2A2 ] [A, -A,]_, (16) 
cp0 = [cp,A, -cp,A, + (A 1 -A2 )A1A,] [A1 -A2 ] _, 
( 17) 
where 
(18) 
Now we calculate the mass .1M and depth D of the 
abnormal blob. Knowing ( Ao, 'Po) , we firstly cal-
culate the horizontal distances between the two sites 
and the blob , L0. 1 and L0. 2 , which are given , re-
spectively, by 
Lo. 1 =2R,sin(L., xl80I2R,1r) 
L0. 2 =2R,sin(L0. 2 x18012R,1T) 
Where L0. 1 and L0. 2 are given by 
4. 1 =arccos[coscp0 costp1 + 
sincp0sincp1 cos(A0 - A1 ) ] X 110. 93 
La. 2 = arccos [ COSIJOo COSlp2 + 
sincp0 sincp2cos(A0 - A1 )] x 110.93 
Using the equation ( 1 ) , we obtain 
2 2 _1... Gt1M(D +L,,,) 2£,,, =gfJ, 
G.:1M(D2 +~_ 2 ) -tL,_ 2 =g!J, 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
where the deflection angles of 91 and (J2 are : 91 = 
We then obtain the solutions of the above equations : 
1 D = (L0_1L,_ 2 )tJi 
.1M =~(IJ,IJ,)"t(L,_,L,_,) [8' + 
(/3+1r')B+1lt 
(25) 
(26) 
where/3 =L0_ 2 L0~:, 8 =I (2 -A -A-1 ) (2 -A-
' 2 2 A_,)_, I', A= ( IJ,IJ,- 1 ) --,/3-', and F =Af3'. 
We can use the measured data at the two sites to de-
rive the parameters ( A0 , cp0 ) ,.1M and D, but we need 
the measured values of gravitational direction with high 
accuracy. Usually some measurement error is unavoid-
able, leading the error of the derived parameters. To 
reduce the error, we can set up an observational net-
work consisting of multiple sites. 
5 The astrometric instrument 
We have developed an optical astrometric instrument, 
called multi-function theodolite ( MFT) , referring to 
Lower Latitude Meridian Circle[20 '22l. Its main struc-
ture includes an optical system, an instrumental error 
system, and a drive-and-control system (Fig. 4) . The 
main optical path has a refracting/ reflecting element, 
in which the diameter of its primary mirror is 30 em , 
and the focal distance is about 3 m. The instrument er-
rors include those coming from the electronic leveling 
instrument, the axial collimator, and the azimuth de-
tecting devices. The devices that detect azimuth errors 
are a plane mirror in the main optical path, the prima-
ry mirror/ secondary mirror of the telescope , and a 
CCD camem, in which the light enters the eyelet, fol-
lows the whole auto-collimation optical path, and fmal-
ly forms an image , called an artificial star image , in 
the CCD camera. This image can be used to detect azi-
muth variations caused by the gravity and heat deform-
ations of the main optical path. The drive-and-control 
system consists of vertical and horizontal axis , optical 
angle encoders with rings of 30 em diameter, electrical 
appliances and electrical control devices. Two optical 
No.4 
Wq r~.· al. The p:iDciple ar JDeOIIUriag UlllliN8l c:haa&e .-~ 
.,... by optical aatramdric imtrum= 37 
~e encodei!I conlain 8 and 4 read heads to record the 
aqles of vertical and horimnlal ui&, with a preciaion 
up 10 ± 0. 32 are BeCOnd. , 1111d a m!Olution to 0. 0162 
are seconds. The inmument usa the method of axis 
tzam.posili011. Each 1tlar i• obMrved btd'on~ it aaivee at 
the meridian or prime 'fertical , then it i• obaerTed a-
pin when the illlltnlment i• turned an IIIJ8le of 180°. 
Uaing the :recardecl data before and after the am trana-
poaition, we caD directly elhninale the collimatj()D E:mll' 
and the anith deviation of the vertical uia. The orip-
nal data of inmu.mental emm are reeuded by CCD 
camellll and proc:ee~~ed in real time during the 
ohlel'fation of each liar. The inlltrumeDt eaor can be 
eliminated to obtain hip IICCIIlaC)'. Tbe detail.ed de-
Jeliption of MIT will be preee~~ted in a future paper. 
6 Summary and Conduslon 
By u.aing the pvitalional equab.on, "R ha•e derived a 
relation between the deflection of the pl.wnb line an the 
(liOUl1d aDd the gravity of the almormal maM blob un-
deiground. The earthquake-~ blob u.ually hu 
an ,hoormal density due to the lllMl'8Y accumulation. 
Bued on the Btale equation of the IIDI.id, we bave de-
rived the JDI1all of the ellllhquake-hre~ blob from 
the releued enezgy of the earthquake. We then esti-
mated the deteceicm capacity of utrometric inlllrument 
Cor diJferent earthquake ~tude•. UIIWilly 1111 earth-
quake happens in a lleiamic fault liODe , we can install 
the ohlel'fatiooal netwolk of aucb inmumenm on boch 
side• of the 110ne to detect the almotmal. blob of denai-
ty. We have abown that the inlllrumenm can belp earth-
quake expert~ to fiDd potelllial aeiamic IOIII'Cell. 
The utromelly on the ~ i• the only teclmology 
of m"'U'Urin' the variatioa of tbe plumb line • it meu-
wee tbe l.cqitude and lalitude of 1tan in the cele.tial 
COOldill8le hued on the reference of local plumb line. 
The abnormal vlll'iation ai meuured J.on9mde and lab-
tude actwilly n&ct. the ~ of local plume line. 
The aatrometric inllrument witb ~ accuracy can 
meuure a amall ~ of graritaticmal. direction 011 the 
(liOUlld. 
The geetation and OCC1Jl'l'e11Ce of earthquake lll"e not a 
lone event, but inYOI.ve a aeriea of oomple:E physical 
pzoceasa. Before the oceurrence of a lllrollf: earth-
quake, aome unuaual phenomena could happen in the 
earthquake-epicenter Iqion. Based on our undentand-
ing of gravitational vlll'iation cauied by the ahnonnal 
density of eeismic repcm due to ene:JV acCIIDIIIl.ation , 
we lllltPBl the meuurement of plumb line on the 
ground along both sidell ai seismic fracture BODe to fiDd 
underground abnOIDIIII. repan. 
We have ~loped a new optical Ullromelric inatru.-
ment to measure the variation of local plumb liDe with 
high accmacy. The iutnunent CODtaiDa new methods 
and dericea, such u the observation of ui• tranapoei-
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tion , electronic leveling instrument, axial collimator, 
azimuth-detecting devices, optical angle encoders with 
numerous read heads , etc , to measure and eliminate 
instrumental errors. In a fuhrre paper we will present 
instrument structure , data processing and observational 
tests in detail. 
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